Breed condemns S.F. supes’ cease-fire resolution
Mayor says board’s vote regarding MidCity war doesn’t represent city

By Nora Mishance

In a rare move, San Francisco Mayor London Breed has condemned the Board of Supervisors for passing a resolution that calls for a cease-fire in the Israeli-Hamas war, saying their vote does not represent the city.

The mayor’s rebuke on Saturday came four days after the board voted 8-3 in favor of the resolution, which called for the cease-fire, the delivery of humanitarian aid and the release of all hostages in the region. Spurred by Supervisor Dean Preston, who is Jewish, the resolution drew an outpouring of public feedback, including from hundreds of pro-Palestinian demonstrators who packed City Hall when it was introduced last Wednesday.

“This is not the board’s voice. It is not our values. It is not what the people of this city want. It is not what I believe in,” Breed said in a statement Saturday afternoon. “This one vote is an exception.”

What happened at the Board of Supervisors during this last month did not reflect our values. While I supported the need for community members to be heard, the process at the Board only intensified distrust and fear.

On Sunday, Preston said he was disappointed.

Resolution continues on A4

Wine, spirits now subject to recycling fee

By Esther Madyke

Starting this month, Californians will pay a little bit more for wine and spirits. The new fee is reflected in the price they pay for these empty bottles to a recycling center, which can differ by county.

Just like soda bottles and beer cans, wine and spirits bottles are subject to a bottle deposit fee of 10 cents per bottle plus a 5-cent per bottle recycling fee.

The fee is the same regardless of the type of wine or spirit, though the deposit varies by county.

California Treasurer John Chiang, who oversees the state’s recycling program, said the fee will be about $90 million per year.

The new fees are part of a state-wide recycling program.

Recycle identifies 20 recycling centers within the city of San Francisco, but of the 40 throughout the city, there are only a few per week. The website lists about 40 in Oakland and one in Berkeley.

For continous on A7

S.F. pays tribute to slain civil rights leader who would have been 95

By J.D. Morris

A vibrant throng of long-time San Francisco residents, civic leaders, civic leaders, parents with young children and countless others marched downtown Monday to celebrate the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. on the federal holiday bearing his name.

The city’s largest of annual marches to honor the civil rights leader who would have been 95 Sunday, March 7, 2023.

The city’s largest of annual marches to honor the civil rights leader who would have been 95 Sunday, March 7, 2023.

“Where is my son!”: Scammers using AI target San Rafael family

By Chase D’VilleSancton

Amy Trapp was in her office at the Mill Valley school where she works when she got a call from an unknown number.

She picked up, thinking it might have something to do with the school fire drill that’s coming later in the day. Instead, a familiar voice – one she knew better than any other – was on the other end.

“It was my son’s voice on the phone crying, telling me ‘Mom, mom, I’ve been in a car accident. Call the police. Get me out of here.’”

Amy and Andy Trapp and son Will, who live in San Rafael, were nearly victimized by an AI scam that tried to get $15,000 from them to pay Will’s bail, though he never was in jail.

Amy was one of several people who would fall victim to a wave of AI scams that have been cropping up on social media and in phone calls. The scams use AI-powered technology to create a virtual representation of a victim’s family member, who then poses as a hostage or in trouble, seeking help.

“Everyone in our clan is afraid of getting a call like this one,” Trapp said.

The calls have been common in recent months, with reports of victims being duped into sending money to scammers posing as police officers, family members, or even someone in need of bail.

TIMING: Monday, March 6, 2023.

WHERE: San Francisco Police Department

WEB: sfgate.com

PHONE: 415-505-1000

EMAIL: newsroom@sfgate.com

Twitter: @SFGate

Facebook: @SFGate

Other: SFGate.com
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